I. INTRODUCTION

Labeled as a treaty that steals jobs from American workers, President Donald Trump has made his disdain for the North America Free Trade Agreement known long before his inauguration. “Since the deal came into force . . . thousands of factories have closed, and millions of Americans have found themselves stranded.”¹ He labels NAFTA as “one of the worst deals ever made by any country having to do with economic development.”² The question is whether the current President has the authority to arbitrarily withdraw from the agreement.
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Part II of this Note will give a brief history of NAFTA and the uncertain future it is facing under the Trump Administration. Part III of this Note will analyze the legal and economic issues that President Trump should face and overcome, before exiting the treaty. Part IV recommends that the President Trump should participate in renegotiation of the provisions of NAFTA to reach a superior deal that will help revitalize the already ailed U.S. economy.

II. BACKGROUND

NAFTA, currently the world’s biggest free-trade bloc, came into effect on January 1, 1994. The purpose of this multilateral agreement was to help and incentivize companies in the three countries of the North American Continent to do business across borders. To achieve this goal, NAFTA removed tariffs on imports on virtually all goods traded among the United States (“U.S.”), Canada, and Mexico.

However, opponents of NAFTA, including President Trump, have argued that the agreement permits the other parties to benefit at the expense of the U.S. According to its opponents, NAFTA hurts the American economy because Americans import more goods and services from Mexico and Canada than the other way around, creating a considerable trade deficit and imbalance. Additionally, the opponents state that NAFTA is to blame for job losses in the U.S. as, allegedly, many manufacturing companies in the U.S. have chosen to move factories to Mexico where labor is cheaper.

President Trump has made unabashed public threats aimed towards Canada and Mexico stating that, unless there are significant changes made to the
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terms of NAFTA, the U.S. will leave the treaty. The President has made it clear that he considers terminating NAFTA the “best deal” to update the 24-year-old treaty. Upon President Trump’s insistence, the first round of renegotiations began in August 2017, and have yet to reach a resolution as of the time this Note is written, and with little probability of doing so soon.

III. ANALYSIS

A. NAFTA Article 2205: Withdrawal

One point President Trump has made abundantly clear is that he could arbitrarily withdraw the U.S. from NAFTA whenever he wishes. But is this true? The current situation is alarmingly analogous to Great Britain’s decision, as well as the preceding discussion, to leave the European Union in 2016. Indeed, then Republican nominee Trump praised the narrow poll result to exit the European Union, tweeting that “[they] took their country back, just like we will take America back.”

However, there is great dissimilarity in the language of the Treaty on European Union (“EU Treaty”) and NAFTA. While the EU Treaty provides a detailed procedure triggered by a member state’s notice of withdrawal, NAFTA’s language on withdrawal remains ambiguous and lacks the same degree of finality.

Upon exiting the agreement, the Treaty on European Union offers systematic procedure in details as follows:
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1. Any Member State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own constitutional requirements.

2. A Member State which decides to withdraw shall notify the European Council of its intention. In the light of the guidelines provided by the European Council, the Union shall negotiate and conclude an agreement with that State, setting out the arrangements for its withdrawal, taking account of the framework for its future relationship with the Union. That agreement shall be negotiated in accordance with Article 218(3) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. It shall be concluded on behalf of the Union by the Council, acting by a qualified majority, after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament.

3. The Treaties shall cease to apply to the State in question from the date of entry into force of the withdrawal agreement or, failing that, two years after the notification referred to in paragraph 2, unless the European Council, in agreement with the Member State concerned, unanimously decides to extend this period.\(^\text{11}\)

In other words, once a country formally informs the European Council of its decision to withdraw, a two-year clock begins to count down. Once the time is up, the country is free to leave the treaty. Expectedly, Britain and the European Union will continue to engage in discussions and negotiation, but once the two-year deadline arrives, Britain will officially and legally cease to be a part of the European Union, with no remaining attachment or legal question.

In contrast, the corresponding part of NAFTA does not offer the same level of finality. Instead, NAFTA Article 2205 simply states that: “A Party may withdraw from this Agreement six months after it provides written notice of withdrawal to the other Parties. If a Party withdraws, the Agreement shall remain in force for the remaining Parties.”\(^\text{12}\)

Here, the “Party” is the U.S. government. At first glance, this provision seems to allow the exiting party to go through the six-month withdrawal period without any specific requirements. However, the language of NAFTA states that a party “may withdraw” after the six months have passed. This is different from the


EU Treaty’s language that “[t]he Treaties shall cease to apply.” Rather, “[u]nder the plain language of NAFTA Article 2205, providing a written notice of withdrawal is simply a condition that a Party must fulfill before it proceeds to withdraw form NAFTA.”

Complicating matters further, NAFTA does not provide what such proceeding should be. Thus, even if President Trump decides to pull out of the further renegotiations with Canada and Mexico, leaving the treaty would not be as simple and swift as he has made it sound.

B. Foreign Affairs Powers under the United States Constitution

Still, President Trump’s supporters argue that the president can arbitrarily cause the U.S. to terminate NAFTA despite the ambiguous language of NAFTA article 2205. They argue that the president can exercise executive actions under the U.S. Constitution to deal with national emergencies and balance of payments. This argument is baseless as NAFTA has not created a national emergency where a presidential action to “prohibit transactions prohibit transactions involving property in which a foreign country” is allowed.

The second argument made by President Trump’s supporters is that, under Section 125 of the Trade Act of 1974, the president holds the authority to unilaterally withdraw from any trade agreement, including NAFTA. However, this is not the case, as Congress enacted NAFTA by passing a federal law: the NAFTA Implementation Act. This legislation effectuated NAFTA provisions by
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implementing removal of tariffs and other pro-trade measures. In other words, as NAFTA was sanctioned and adopted by Congress, Congress thus has the power to approve or reverse a president’s decision to withdraw from the agreement under the Commerce Clause.

To further this understanding, it is essential to delve into the constitutional language which provides foreign affairs powers to the executive branch and Congress respectively. Article II Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution offers that “[t]he executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America.” At the time of drafting, “executive Power” was interpreted to include foreign affairs powers. It was therefore not seen as necessary to expressly include foreign affair powers or enumerate specific executive powers. Furthermore, the Treaty Clause provides that the President has the power to make treaties “by and with the Advice and Consent of the State . . . provided two thirds of the Senators present concur.”

Contrastingly, the Constitution provides Congress with explicitly identified powers. The Commercial Clause gives the Congress the power to “regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with the Indian tribes.” Under Clause 18 of the same article, Congress has powers that are “necessary and proper” for “carrying into Execution the foregoing Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.” The Necessary and Proper Clause thus authorizes Congress to use any reasonable means to effectuate the exercise of the enumerated powers, including regulation of commerce with foreign nations.
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In approving NAFTA, Congress explicitly granted the terms upon which the commerce of the United States with each of Canada and Mexico is regulated. It is thus Congress that has the power to regulate NAFTA under the Commerce Clause. A decision to withdraw from NAFTA significantly changes the regulation of commerce between these countries. Therefore, without Congress’s approval, President Trump’s choice to withdraw from the pact will remain merely a “suggestion,” and not the effective final decision.

Thus, under the powers given by the Commerce Clause, Congress is and should be involved in decisions regarding foreign affairs matters. In conclusion, the notion that the president holds and can exercise an arbitrary authority to decide whether the treaty is inoperative and should be terminated, without challenge by the Congress, is simply and fundamentally wrong.

IV. RECOMMENDATION

From the above discussion, President Trump will unquestionably face legal obstacles if he withdraws the U.S. from NAFTA. However, these legal challenges are not the only reason for the current renegotiations over NAFTA terms with Canada and Mexico. The U.S. would lose more than it would gain by withdrawing. One of the potential devastating effects of leaving the treaty is a tumultuous downturn in the stock market. The impact would be felt in almost every industry such as agriculture, car manufacturing, and energy. For example, the U.S. auto industry has relied heavily on cheap and quality auto parts manufactured and delivered from Mexico.\(^{24}\) Also, in regards to agriculture, about three-quarters of high fructose corn syrup made in the U.S. is sold to Mexico.\(^{25}\)
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Pulling out of NAFTA may have some deterring effect on companies to outsource as the Trump Administration argued. Yet, it would not instantly revitalize the economy either. The administration seems to be greatly dissatisfied with the great imbalance in trade with Mexico, with which the U.S. had a $60 billion trade deficit in one fiscal year. However, it should be noted that most rural counties in the US, in which voters overwhelmingly chose President Trump, rely on selling agricultural products to Mexico. These supporters would not be pleased once duty-free access to the Mexican market under the treaty is no longer available. Indeed, current renegotiations and the possibility of withdrawing from NAFTA are causing serious concern among American manufacturers as to whether changes would negatively impact their business. They are especially worried about potential disruption in global supply chain and increased costs in manufacturing that would follow after the termination of NAFTA. Therefore, terminating NAFTA and restoring tariffs to all trade transactions would simply hurt the already beleaguered American economy.

The best course of action for the Administration is to lead the negotiation and garner as much favorable terms to the United States as possible. The United States still has the leverage because Canada and Mexico understand that their economies would be hit harder should the treaty end because of their greater

dependency on the trade with the U.S. market.\textsuperscript{31} Reflecting worries felt in both Canadian and Mexican markets, in early January of 2018, when it was reported that President Trump was looking to end the negotiation, Canadian and Mexican Currencies plummeted almost immediately.\textsuperscript{32} The Trump Administration must stop relying on the brash rhetoric and empty-handed, hostile threats, and start an honest and sincere discussion to reach a superior deal, more favorable to the United States than the current provisions allow.

The Administration is facing immense pressure to win over NAFTA both to prove its capability in handling economic policy, and establish that their slogan of “American First” is nothing but empty words and braggadocio. Diane Swonk, chief economist at Grand Thornton noted that the three countries are “dangerously close to allowing an ill-informed group to lose all that NAFTA has delivered in terms of competitiveness of North American companies.”\textsuperscript{33} President Trump will need to make careful calculation and estimation on what could be achieved or lost from the outcome of the negotiations. Much more importantly, Trump administration should start addressing the truth about the U.S. market’s inability to rebound, rather than blaming NAFTA for job losses and bad economy.

\textbf{V. CONCLUSION}

Even if President Trump eventually moves for withdrawal, he must deal with not only legal challenges but also enormous domestic economic consequences. President Trump should make use of various political and economic tactics to continue to have leverage in bargaining and achieving real
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results. The outcome could easily reshape the economy of the United States, which has grown increasingly dependent on trade with Canada and Mexico. Already burdened with innumerable legal battles to defend itself in just one year of presidency, the Trump Administration would not want to risk facing another disaster, which as may well have both legal and economic repercussions. Yet, if there is anything President Trump has proved of himself, it is that he is unpredictable. How the fate of NAFTA is decided will surely be an interesting journey to follow, as discussions continue in 2018.